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Welcome to ATMOGRAPH ModelVis
Upon loading the program for the first time, the user is presented with
a blank globe on which all model data is displayed. The globe is fully
user-interactive and can be panned or zoomed to match user
preferences in an instant.

Intuitive keyboard and mouse controls allow users to explore model
data by changing the view with ease:
Map zooming methods (from best to worst):
 Hold down left mouse button and drag mouse up/down
 Use mouse scroll-wheel
 Double click anywhere on the map to zoom into that point
(and center on screen) – double right-click for zoom out
 Use keyboard + and – keys
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 Use Zoom+ and Zoom- buttons on the bottom left
Map panning methods:
 Drag map (hold down left mouse button and move mouse)
 Use ←Left ↑Up →Right and ↓Down keyboard keys
Tilt map with slider on the bottom left.
Press CTRL+F or F11 at any time to switch between full-screen mode
and regular windowed mode.
The header user-interface bar at the top:

...can be hidden/shown by pressing CTRL+B.
The side bar can be hidden/shown with CTRL+I
or by clicking on the expander on the side
edge of the window.
Click on the “Viewpoints” tab in the side bar to
open up the Viewpoints list:
Here, you can add saved
map views (i.e. position and
zoom level) and quickly
cycle through them by
clicking on their caption in
the list. By default, 13
international views are given
for initial exploration. To
delete viewpoints, click the
“Delete” button, click the viewpoints you wish to
delete, and then un-click the “Delete” button.
Note that saving a viewpoint does not save any displayed model
data graphics, only the geographic view currently used to look at a
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given graphic (and which can be applied to the globe view later
regardless of data contents).
The top-most title bar of the program:

...contains a few other important map controls. Switch between 2D
flat mode and 3D globe mode with the corresponding buttons on
the right. Switching between the two modes can be done on-the-fly
in seconds with any (even animated) data loaded.
Control the map background with the controls on the top-left.
Selecting the “Geo” tab will display the globe background map but
no boundary lines. Selecting“Lines” will display the political entity (US
states and international borders) lines but no background map. The
default “Both” option shows them together, and selecting “None”
will leave the map blank.
Also note the main menu, through which many other features are
accessed (and described in later sections).
The ATMOGRAPH display window can be resized to the user’s
preference without altering any display proportions or requiring
reloading of the map.
Press CTRL+S at any time to save the current graphical output into an
image file (more on ATMOGRAPH’s extensive graphical
rendering/video recording features later).
Place the mouse pointer over any point on the map to see a live
coordinate readout of latitude and longitude of that point at the
bottom left:
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The model data loading interface
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis includes a built-in convenience interface for
downloading model data from public domain numerical weather
model servers. We made the practical assumption that users would
appreciate this as an alternative option to procuring the GRIB data
files themselves and manually importing. Please see the “Importing
custom data” section of this manual if your or your organization’s
usage of the product involves importing custom GRIB data sources.
It was a complicated task to make accessible the full complexity of
weather models for advanced users, while concurrently maintaining
a simple, intuitive, and easy-to-use interface that highlights basic
functionality. Our solution was to construct a simplistic three-step
tabbed process for sorting through all the possibilities of user input.
Step / Tab 1: Select model

Step / Tab 2: Select time(s)

Step / Tab 3: Select data product
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Before each step is described in detail, it is necessary to explain
ATMOGRAPH’s “Current Layer” system by which it manages
overlaying data and displaying datasets in different ways.

(!) IMPORTANT: THE CURRENT LAYER SYSTEM
All actions in the header bar are applied only to the current selected
layer. There are four fixed layers in ATMOGRAPH:
 The Color Fill layer for displaying regular
colorized raster data visualizations
 The Contour layer for displaying usercustomizable, width-normalized contour
lines which follow equal levels of a certain value in a dataset
(as would contours of elevation on a topo map, for instance)
 The Vector Field layer for drawing screen-based, point icon
data with many visual options (e.g. wind barbs or arrows for
wind, numerical outputs for scalar datasets, etc.)
 The Fill Overlay layer, which is essentially a second Color Fill
layer for overlaying multiple raster/color fill types (e.g.
clouds/radar reflectivity)
The visual specifics and customization options for each of these
layers will be discussed in a following section.
All model data loading operations will load data into only the current
selected layer. The user would therefore likely select the Contour
Layer before loading a pressure/height related product, since this
type of data tends to be depicted with contour lines. Accordingly,
vector wind data would typically use the Vector Field layer,
Temperature products the Color Fill layer, and so forth (however
there are no requirements – the user may load any product into any
layer).
The Current Layer also determines the display of the map. Overlaid
data is displayed (i.e. more than one layer at the same time) when
any of the three non-current layers contains data contemporaneous
to that of the current time in the Current Layer.
In short, everything pertains to and is controlled by the Current Layer,
and the Current Layer can be rapidly changed in an instant by
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selecting another layer from the pictured “Select Current Layer” box
above. If the user is ever found questioning the result of any program
operation, the Current Layer should always be double-checked to
ensure that it is the proper layer to which the intended action was
applied.
Step / Tab 1: Select model

Select from a variety of models in the list on the left. The list on the
right will subsequently update to show the full set of possible subselections inherent to the selected model. ATMOGRAPH allows the
user to access model data run on a variety of grids, spatial
coverages, and resolutions – all of which are chosen in the list on the
right. With the NAM (North American Mesoscale Model), for instance,
the user is given the option to choose high-resolution 4km NAM NEST
grids by choosing accordingly on the right. Ensemble models (such
as the GEFS – Global Ensemble Forecast System) will allow many
selection options the right-side box. Once model and grid selection
are complete, click “Next” to advance to the second tab.
Step / Tab 2: Select time(s)

The Tab 2 time selector includes two components: the model run
selection list and the forecast hour selection list.

(!) IMPORTANT: THE REFRESH BUTTON
Use the Refresh button to ensure that the newest model runs are
loaded into the list on the left. The public-domain model data server
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will delete old data with various models (in particular, the HiresW,
RAP, and multiple ensemble models), and therefore trying to load
old model data indices which reference non-existent data will fail in
Tab 3. Never hesitate to use the Refresh button.

(!) IMPORTANT: MODEL INDEX REFRESHING
AMTOGRAPH connects to an official NCEP NOAA FTP server to
retrieve a list of available model runs and completed forecast hours
before populating the two lists on Tab 2. Please allow typically
around 15-20 seconds (first usage especially) for this process. If the
indices are taking longer than 30 seconds to load, use the Refresh
button and wait again.
The most recent model run will be listed in the left list box, but not
always automatically selected (since it may still be in the process of
finishing). Refreshing and selecting the very newest run allows users
of ATMOGRAPH ModelVis to access raw model data grids as soon as
they are uploaded to the most direct and original source. (Note: if
the indices load after choosing a brand new run and the hour list is
empty, this indicates that the run is brand-new and no forecast hours
have been uploaded to the server yet. Refresh a few minutes later.)
Click on a time from the list to set it as the time selection which will
apply to the model data to be loaded in Tab 3. ATMOGRAPH
ModelVis automatically adds forecast hours to the model run
initialization time and converts to local time format for convenience.
Expand the list the with the three-downward-arrows button above
the refresh button.
One way to prepare model data animations is to multi-select frame
times from this list, which will determine how many frames of the Tab3-chosen data product are loaded.
Ways to multi-select hours in the Tab 2 time selection list (from best to
worst):
 Click on the first date/hour of the desired animation, and then
Shift-Click on the last date/hour (which will select all frames in
between to be downloaded).
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 Use the single-down-arrow button to the right of the list to enter
a numerical amount of frames to select after the first hour.
 Click and drag to select multiple times in the list.

(!) IMPORTANT: ANALYSIS VS. FORECAST HOURS
With many models, the first time hour in the list represent an analysis
of conditions as of the model run initialization and thus contains
fewer data products than do the forecast hours/frames (e.g. the GFS
“Total Precipitation” product does not exist in the analysis hour, since
this product represents a cumulative value over two times). The
second listed hour (typically the first actual forecast hour) is thus
auto-selected by default. There is additionally a peculiarity to the
RAP and HRRR models in which some fields (e.g. radar reflectivity
and precipitation) technically exist in the first (analysis) hour but are
filled with zero-value, blank data. Therefore, always load such RAP
and HRRR products (e.g. precipitation and radar reflectivity) starting
on the second hour in the list (which is the first forecast hour).
If data has already been loaded, then the last user-chosen time
selection will be remembered and suggested as an auto-selection
when loading data of different a model or model run in Tab 2. If, for
instance, the user loads two frames (12pm and 3pm) from the NAM
into the Color Fill layer, switches to the Vector Field layer, selects the
RAP model, and enters Tab 2 – now four hours of the RAP will be
auto-selected (12pm, 1pm, 2pm, and 3pm) in an attempt to synch
and overlay data of equal times (even though the RAP frames don’t
embody the same 3 hour structure as the NAM). If this is not possible
given entirely different model data times (if the user, for instance,
chose a weeks-old run of the GFS), the user is still free to make new
selections for the current layer – however the other layer will still have
data in it (and can be shown by switching the Current Layer back to
that layer). The Current Layer controls all, and all data loading
operations go into the Current Layer.
Step / Tab 3: Select data product
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Tab 3 presents a full list of every parameter computed by a certain
model (level on the left, parameter type on the right) with absolutely
no omissions or exclusions whatsoever. This typically entails hundreds
of products per model (e.g. over 400 for the NAM), which is nearly
impossible to find in other model data providing sources.
Consequently, a special user interface was built in Tab 3 to help the
user filter through hundreds of products (many of which are
scientifically specific, obscure, and not always useful) to find the one
which is desired by the user. To simplify this process, expand the tab
with the downarrows button
under the
“Load” button.
The list can be
restored to its
smaller, original
size any time by
clicking the
button again to
collapse the list.
When the list is
expanded,
column
headers are
visible at the
top for Level
and Product
(“Field”):
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Clicking on the “Level” column header will alphabetically sort the list
by vertical level height (as is shown in this example).
Clicking the “Field” header will alphabetically sort by the data
field/product caption.

After initially choosing a desired level/product, save it for faster
reloading later by selecting it in the list and clicking the “Favorite
selected” button up on the top right. Favorited data products are
colored white/blue (as is “Gust Factor Coefficient” in this
screenshot).
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis contains a novel ability to derive secondary
products from the base set offered by the model. For example, raw
weather models do not compute a “wind” data product and a
“wind direction” data product – they compute one product which is
the east/west (“U-Component”) geometric vector component of
wind speed, and another product that is the north/south (“VComponent”) geometric vector component of wind speed. Thusly,
when ATMOGRAPH detects the presence of a vector-type product
broken into these two sub-grids, it will generate a special derived
product that allows users to see the combined scalar wind speed
(and even arrow vectors/wind barbs in the Vector Field layer). Full
documentation of the built-in derived products in ATMOGRAPH
follows in a later section.
Derived products are drawn with a grey background in the list.
On top of the list, there are check boxes that when selected by the
user:
 “Full” – will show the full, unrestrained list of model products
given the current Tab 1 and 2 selection
 “Basic” – will show only a pre-determined set of basic, essential,
and most useful model data parameters (intended for first-time
users)
 “Favorites” – will show only manually favorited data products
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 “Derived” – will show only the current available derived
products
A certain data product from the list can be easily found by starting
to type its name into the “search for product” text box at the topright. This will select the first item in the list which contains the entered
text (keep typing to narrow selection).
Once the desired product has been selected, press the “Load”
button to load the selected product (Tab 3) for the selected time(s)
(Tab 2) from the selected model (Tab 1).
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The model data display/analysis interface
The core functionality of ATMOGRAPH ModelVis lies in gridded-data
visualization and analysis. (The weather model data downloader is
only intended to serve as a convenient complement to the actual
ATMOGRAPH display and analysis system.) The three primary design
characteristics of the system are:
 A fully time-aware, temporally interpolated, animated, timesynchronized environment (i.e. ATMOGRAPH manages
internal synching and timing of overlaid data sources, even if
they use completely different frame hour patterns than other
loaded data)
 Preservation of exact, raw data values for precise numerical
readout
 Extensive graphical customization options to provide
industry-leading graphics without sacrificing scientific
accuracy

(!) IMPORTANT: TIME INTERPOLATION (“CONTINUOUS MODE”)
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis offers a unique ability to temporally
interpolate all animated datasets in real-time on the client machine
(called “Continuous” mode). This means that model data will
smoothly animate between actual data frames according to a
simple linear progression between the two frames.
Example: if the user loads a 2 meter air temperature grid from the
NAM model for 3pm, 6pm, and 9pm, “Continuous” mode will
smoothly animate the values through three frames (i.e., at 4:30pm,
half-way between the values on the 3pm frame and 6pm frame).
This time interpolation feature both creates a stunning visual effect
on some layer configurations (especially since all four layers support
the feature), and is quite useful for some datasets (such as
Temperature or Pressure-level Height) whose real-world values are
quite well approximated by such linear interpolations.
Turn off the feature (reverting to traditional frameby-frame animations – “Discrete” mode) by clicking
the “Discrete” button on the right of the header bar.
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A few datasets are better suited to Discrete mode (e.g. radar
reflectivity or precipitation) in which the model’s temporal resolution
is insufficient for linearly-interpolating rapidly changing spatial
variables (such as a line of quickly moving convective
thunderstorms) in a way that presents an accurate real-world
representation. This is more noticeable with models of poor temporal
resolution (e.g. FNMOC or CMC – 6 hours) than of fine temporal
resolution (e.g. RAP/HRRR – 1 hour).
All numerical readouts account for temporal interpolation, if
enabled. Patent-pending technology allows the contour layer to
draw real-time contour lines of equal value over these temporally
interpolated datasets – enabling both impressive and accurate
visualizations (e.g. the development of deepening extratropical
cyclones as new and lower pressure isobars fluidly appear and grow
from the center of strengthening low pressure).

From a static single-frame data selection loaded into the map
through the Current Layer, press the middle “Play” button in the
animation controls to automatically download a few following data
frames of the loaded model product. The two outermost right/left
arrow buttons will pause any animation and either forward to the last
frame of the Current Layer (right) or to the first frame (left).
The inner right/left buttons are for incrementing by frame. If the next
or previous data frame hasn’t yet been loaded into the Current
Layer, the according button will appear dark:
In this example, there is only one frame loaded
(since both before and after, there are no other data frames
loaded). The user can still click on a darked-out frame-advance
button, and ATMOGRAPH will accordingly begin downloading and
preparing the new frame.
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Any user actions taken in the animation controls which cause new
data to be loaded (using the frame advance buttons beyond the
end of/before the start of the current loaded data, or pressing “Play”
on a single, non-animated data frame) will also load data
accordingly from any other concurrent layer (i.e. not only the
Current Layer).
The center button will function as a regular play/pause button in
animated (i.e., more than one frame loaded) data selections.
The two “Clear Data” buttons offer self-explanatory ways to entirely
unload either all map data whatsoever, or just that of the Current
Layer.
Enter a new “Frame time” in milliseconds to slow/quicken model
data animations.
Drag the slider bar under “Custom loop position” to live-adjust the
position of the loop to a new position (relative to the beginning/end
of the time selection in the current layer), which fully supports
Continuous mode.

(!) IMPORTANT: THE ROLLOVER PROBE
When the “Rollover Probe” checkbox (at the
top right) is activated, rolling over a loaded
dataset on the map will place a numerical
readout of the data value under the mouse
at that position. Uncheck the box to hide the
probe output only from the map – the
numerical readout will always be visible
under “Probe value” on the top of the side
bar.
Remember that the probe tool, like
everything else, is regulated by the Current
Layer selection. Change the Current Layer to
see numerical data from a different layer.
The “Extrema Markers” feature (activated by
the checkbox under “Rollover Probe”) places
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indicators on the map of the point and value of the minimum and
maximum of the current dataset:

The red extremum is the maximum and the blue the minimum of the
current frame.
If an extremum happens also to be that extremum (minimum or
maximum) for the entire animation (i.e. all loaded frames), then the
text is colored lime-green instead of white. This is inherently true for
the pictured example above, since only one frame was loaded.
Once three more frames of this data product were loaded with the
frame advance button, the fourth-frame extrema markers showed
the following:
The minimum of this
frame (-10.8K) was no
longer the lowest
minimum of all the
loaded frames, and
thus was not colored
with lime green text.
However, the maximum (12.8K) happened to be the greatest
maximum of the all the loaded frames, and therefore was colored
with lime green text in this example.
ATMOGRAPH’s side bar interface contains crucial layer
customization controls that we will now review in detail.
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Color Fill Layer settings
The “smoothing” check box allows the user
to take off regular, hardware accelerated
bilinear interpolation, which will allow the
user to view the original, unsmoothed, raw
(though perhaps granular) dataset. The
“Fade” slider allows the user to adjust the
transparency of the layer. The remainder
of the controls pertain to color palette
selection, to which an important, full
discussion will now be given (due to their
importance).

(!) IMPORTANT: THE COLOR PALETTE SYSTEM AND
“RESCALING”
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis allows the user to display datasets from
literally thousands of various model data grids, vertical levels, and
data products. Creating color palettes custom-tailored to each of
these, with proper numerical levels and colors accustomed to the
type of data being displayed, was simply infeasible due to the sheer
amount of data products available in ATMOGRAPH. At the same
time, it seemed sub-optimal to leave color palette creation entirely
to the manual labor of the user. Our solution finds a happy and
flexible medium between these two extremes: ATMOGRAPH is
outfitted with a base set of around 60 color palettes, and a dynamic
“default palette” system makes guesses as to which is best
according to unit type and/or model product caption strings.
 If the dataset extrema ever exceed a minimum or maximum
value of its color palette, the color palette will be dynamically
“rescaled” to the minimum and maximum of the dataset. This
typically means that conventional, clean cut color palette
values (e.g. 30F, 40F, and 50F, for example, for a 2 m Air
Temperature dataset) may not be preserved with the rescaling
and will likely appear as precise decimals values.
 For this reason, the most common model data products are
shipped with clean, pre-optimized color palettes which are
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used by default.
 The “Force Scaling” check box can be activated at any time
to scale an unscaled color palette to the current dataset
extrema, which adds a higher dynamic range of color variation
across the data, since the full span of the color palette is
guaranteed to be scaled across the current dataset.
 The opposite problem of datasets with too-wide extrema are
those with too-narrow extrema (i.e., the minimum and
maximum are very close to each other). In these cases, the
“Force Scaling” button can be quite useful for applying some
actual color range to appear over the dataset.

The previously displayed graphic used for explaining the Extrema
Markers serves as an excellent demonstration of color palette
scaling. The same dataset drawn with the original, unscaled palette
follows:
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Notice how the original, clean-cut, ideal color palette values are
preserved and shown accordingly in the map legend. However, not
much color range is visible in the layer since the loaded data only
span a relatively small range of the “wider” color palette. Forcing
palette scaling yields full color range:
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...however with rescaled color palette values seen in the map
legend. The Rollover Probe tool in ATMOGRAPH functions so
unobtrusively, quickly, and accurately that the traditional need for
numerically referenced color palette visual features (as are made
less straightforward by palette scaling) is greatly diminished, with
scaled color palettes instead being a useful tool for visually qualifying
areas of relative change in the data product.
Regardless, it is often an optimum alternative to create or import a
custom-optimized color palette for a given product if its color
palette default is not already optimal. To do this:
 Paste the custom palette file (.wspal) into the “palettes”
folder in the ATMOGRAPH ModelVis program directory,
determined at installation.
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 Reopen the application, or refresh color palettes by clicking
Menu -> Advanced -> Refresh color palettes from directory.
 Set the new color palette and make it a default.

(!) IMPORTANT: SWITCHING
COLOR PALETTES
Switch color palettes using the
up/down arrows in the “Color
Palette Layer” side bar settings
panel to advance to the next or
last available color palette.
Alternatively, click on the button
which displays the current color
palette and choose from the
opened list (pictured).
Color palette changes are applied
instantaneously, can be flippedthrough on-the-fly, and require no
noticeable processing time even
while being reapplied to
animations.

(!) IMPORTANT: COLOR PALETTE
DEFAULTS
ATMOGRAPH will use the
aforementioned, built-in “guessing”
system for color palette assignment
unless the user directs the software to
memorize an alternate preference.
Pressing the “Restore default” button
will always restore the current palette
to the memorized-default (or to the
automatically selected palette, if no
default has been set). To set and
clear palette defaults, press “Save
current as default” and choose
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between the following pictured menu options:
The presented color palette default options allow the user to set
defaults which apply to an entire data product type (regardless of
model, time, or vertical level), or to defaults constrained to a certain
vertical level/data product combination. These defaults are
remembered for future executions of the software and can be
cleared as quickly as they can be set with the intuitive color palette
default menu.
Contour Layer settings
Through advanced patent-pending
rendering techniques, ATMOGRAPH
ModelVis is capable of affording
extensive visual customization
options for width-normalized
contour lines with no reprocessing
delay or additional system
overhead. (Computationally, the
Contour Layer takes up no more
system or texture memory than does
the Color Fill Layer.)
Uncheck “Borders” to view smooth, anti-aliased contour lines of the
chosen “Color”. “Borders” being checked will apply a thin but
noticeable border which can extensively help contour line contrast
and visibility, especially when overlaying on top of the Color Fill
Layer. Click on each color panel to adjust the color. Vary the
“Thickness” slider to adjust contour thickness in real-time.
To our knowledge, ATMOGRAPH ModelVis is the only Windows
software application on the market in any context which contains a
method for changing contour line intervals in real-time without slow
re-computation of traditional geometry-based contour lines. Patentpending technology allows the user to specify a “Fixed count”
(check corresponding circle button) of contour lines and adjust
them in real time at live speed.
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The user can also specify custom numerical contour levels; check
the corresponding circle button and click “Custom...”:
Click “Add contour level” to enter a
value (relative to the given dataset
extrema) for the new contour line, or
import a list from a Comma Separated
Values file.
Adding a few custom intervals to this
example CMC Mean Sea Level Pressure
dataset
yields the
following
result:

The value displayed by the Rollover
Probe tool confirms the veracity of the
1013.25mb contour line placement.
The “Auto” contour level option will
assign a fixed amount of contour lines
to a given dataset, unless if it is a
pressure dataset, in which case
contour lines will be placed
automatically every 4 millibars.
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Vector Field Layer Settings
The innovative Vector Field Layer in
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis is perhaps better
thought of as a “screen-point field” layer,
since loaded datasets need not be derived
vector parameters, and even the vector
data products can be configured to
display a scalar, non-vector, numerical
value. The four left options under “Visual
type” incorporate some sort of vector
(direction) visual indication and are therefore only selectable when
a vector data product (such as derived “Wind”) has been loaded,
whereas the right four options display scalar values and are usable
with any dataset.
The following table demonstrates the visual effect of each mode
with a (vector) wind dataset from the CMC Ensemble (Note: pressure
contour dataset in Contour Layer is visible under Vector Field Layer).

Vector display types

Scalar display types

Barbs

Text 1

Text vectors

Text 2
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Vector display types (contd.)

Scalar display types (contd.)

Vectors 1

Probe

Vectors 2

Round

The user can seamlessly switch between these visual display types by
checking the corresponding circle button in the Vector Field Layer
Settings side bar panel.
Uncheck the “Colored” checkbox to remove the color-palette
assigned color at each field point, instead using the one
homogenous default color.
If the “Scaled” checkbox is activated, the visual size of the field
points (other than the “Probe” and the “Text 1” visual types) will be
assigned a reduction or magnification according to their being
above or below the value in between the minimum and the
maximum of the dataset.
Adjust the “Size” slider at the bottom of the panel to universally
rescale the field points in real time (n.b. the effects of the “Scaled”
check box still hold after using the size slider).

(!) IMPORTANT: FIELD POINT PLACEMENT
ATMOGRAPH will automatically create a grid of screen-defined field
points that adjust with user panning and zooming of the map. To
adjust the sparseness/density of the grid field, use the “Grid spacing”
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slider. Right corresponds to increased sparseness while left
corresponds to increased density.
To disable the grid, uncheck the “Grid” check box. Plot custom
points by clicking “Plot custom” and then anywhere on the map
repeatedly at different points until all desired points have been
plotted. Click “Done plotting” to finish. The check box next to the
plotting button will control the visibility of the custom-plotted field
points. To clear and restart, since press “Plot custom” again and
repeat. The following shows custom Vector Field Layer plots using a
scalar (temperature) dataset:

The user may want to hide the Rollover Probe while plotting such that
it does not obscure visibility of the created field points. Note that
plotting custom field points is instantaneous and fully supports
animations (i.e. the field points will update live) – even in Continuous
mode.
The Vector Field Layer in ATMOGRAPH fully supports “Continuous
mode” temporal-interpolation as do the others, as vector direction (if
applicable), scalar value, colorized value, and relative scaling are all
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updated live in animations. This leads to both visually stunning and
scientifically accurate visualizations of Wind animations, in which the
field slowly and fluidly demonstrates rotating areas of varying wind
direction and growing/shrinking areas of varying wind magnitude.
The Fill Overlay Layer settings are identical to that of the Color Fill
Layer settings, except that they apply to the second color fill (i.e. “Fill
Overlay”) layer.
The Miscellaneous Layer Settings panel contains controls for
adjusting Contour Layer and Vector Field Layer transparency, as well
as for using a custom color palette with colorized Vector Field Layer
points. To use the selected custom color palette for the Vector Field
Layer, ensure that “Custom” is checked. Reload the layer for this
change to take effect.
The last settings panel in the side bar is the Layer Orders panel:
The default layer orders are pictured, which
include each data layer and the map geographic
lines, which are drawn above all data layers other
than the Vector Field Layer by default. To change
any of the layer drawing orders, simply click and
drag one layer above or below another, and the
relative drawing orders will update instantly on the
map as they appear in the Layer Order list.

Data Unit customization
To open the Units manager, press CTRL+U or click Menu -> Default
units...
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Built-in “Standard unit
defaults” for Height,
Temperature, Wind,
and Pressure data
allow the user to
quickly and simply
change the default
unit setting.
Unit selection only
affects visual
numerical output of
the program, and has
no impact on color
palette rescaling
(color palette values
are always relative to the default internal unit which comes from the
raw data).
If ATMOGRAPH detects the presence of data in a unit of these four
types but of a different unit than the selected default in said type,
the program will auto-convert to the selected default unit.

(!) IMPORTANT: ABSOLUTE VS. RELATIVE TEMPERATURE UNITS
Kelvin should be used for any dataset pertaining to a relative
temperature difference (e.g. lifted index datasets or the Theta-E
derived product, for example). This is due to ATMOGRAPH’s autoconversion feature – if an original value is “10 Kelvin” (a reasonable
value for a lifted index dataset), it will convert this value to the
corresponding default temperature. (e.g., 10K = ~ 442F below zero)
Yet -442F is not a typical or correct value for a lifted index dataset,
since this represents an absolute conversion versus a relative
difference in temperature. (A 10 K lifted index is 18 degrees F in terms
of relative difference from 0 Kelvin – which is the concept in this
case.) Always use Kelvin with these datasets.
The user can add top-level unit overrides to all numerical data
outputs in the software by clicking “New unit” and entering four
required pieces of information:
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 The exact text-string of the old unit, without brackets (needed
to identify the unit being replaced)
 The desired text of the new unit
 The conversion coefficient (i.e. a decimal by which to multiply
the original value)
 A constant offset value to be added to the final value

(!) IMPORTANT: VECTOR FIELD LAYER WIND BARBS UNIT
An exception to the rule that unit customization only changes visual,
numerical output is in the case of the “Barbs” visual type of the
Vector Field Layer. By meteorological convention, if the dataset
loaded into the layer has a wind unit, a value in knots will always be
represented by the wind barb icons.
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Importing custom data
The primary technical purpose of ATMOGRAPH ModelVis is to display
and analyze gridded GRIB format data. Therefore, importing and
viewing custom GRIB data files is a key feature of the program.
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis uses the MDL DEGRIB library to read GRIB
data, and can therefore read just about any GRIB file in existence.
(There are a few extremely rare and obscure map projections, such
as Polar Stereographic, that the decoder does not support.) Both
GRIB1 and GRIB2 formats are supported. If multiple products types
and/or times exist within the same GRIB file, ATMOGRAPH will
intelligently parse the contained products and allow the user to
prepare time-referenced animations which can be synched and
overlaid with data from any other source in any other data layer,
whether from other GRIB file(s) or from the internet model data
downloader. ATMOGRAPH’s derived products also work with custom
GRIB files.
All custom data importation options are controlled in the “Load
Custom” tab of the header bar:

The “Load Custom” tab serves as a replacement for Tab 1 (“Choose
Model”) for custom data sources. Once a custom GRIB data source
has been established, press the “Next” button to advance to Tab 2
(“Choose Time”) exactly as one would having selected built-in online
model data in Tab 1 (the data loading interface after this step is
identical).
Users can load local GRIB files by pressing the corresponding button
in this tab (with the blue addition sign), by clicking Menu -> File ->
Open, or by double-clicking on a GRIB file in Windows explorer (the
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installer automatically associates files with the extensions .grib, .grb,
.grib1, and .grib2 with ATMOGRAPH).

(!) IMPORTANT: GRIB INDEX/INVENTORY FILES
As a secondary option for adding custom GRIB data sources, users
can connect to an online remote GRIB index file and download only
the GRIB parameters/times they choose in order to improve speed
and save bandwidth.
Many online GRIB files (particularly those from NCEP) are uploaded
with a complementary “WGrib Inventory” file (usually with an .idx or
.inv extension) which gives data clients such as ATMOGRAPH an
overview of the contained GRIB data in the actual file and the
corresponding byte-ranges of each product on the server. This
enables users to save large amounts of time and bandwidth by only
retrieving the specific desired data product(s)/time(s) from the
whole GRIB file, since alternatively the user must download the entire
(and sometimes quite large) GRIB file only for using one or a few of
the many contained data sources.
To use GRIB inventory files, click “GRIB Remote Index...” on the “Load
Custom” tab, paste in the link to the GRIB inventory file, and click
“OK”.
Once a custom GRIB data
source is imported, whether
through a local file or a remote
index source, the pictured
window is presented.
The user is given the option to
assign a custom name to the
data source, which will appear
by
default in the product timestamp label (which can be changed in
the Program Settings).
If “Load as temporary” is selected, the data source will not be
reloaded into the “Load Custom” tab GRIB data source list after the
program is closed and reopened.
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Press “OK” to add the data source. To load data from a custom GRIB
data source which has been added, select it from the list and then
press “Next” in the “Load Custom” tab.
The user will then be able to select times on Tab 2 and data products
on Tab 3 to load the custom GRIB data in the same manner as
described above with the model data downloader interface.
The GRIB file pictured in the example above was loaded into the
Color Fill, Contour, and Vector Field layers, yielding the following
result:

The present GRIB file happens to contain the pictured “Significant
Wave Height [m]” parameter for every twelve hours over a nine-day
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period in winter 2014, and therefore an animation could be loaded
in the same manner as one would do with built-in internetdownloaded model data – namely, by multi-selecting hours on Tab 2
before loading in Tab 3, or by adding new frames to the loop with
the “advance frame” animation control button(s).
The user can remove loaded custom data sources from the list in the
“Load Custom” tab by selecting a source from the list and pressing
“Remove selected” (this operation will not clear any model data
that has been loaded into any of the four map data layers).
The third custom data importation option in the “Load Custom” tab
is the ability to load data in the popular Placefile format. Click the
“Placefile Manager...” button to load the Placefile Manager:

ATMOGRAPH ModelVis is currently the only 3D Placefile display
system in the world (to our knowledge). Live switching between 2D
and 3D mode is fully functional throughout the program, even in the
presence of Placefiles.
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That being said, Placefiles are in no way a key part of the program
and were added only due to large user demand. We were excited
to include a way for users to customize data display to absolutely
any context possible (given the flexibility of the Placefile format),
however we repeat that ATMOGRAPH ModelVis is a product
directed towards scientific display and analysis of GRIB format
numerical weather model data on the global and regional scales.
If your or your organization’s use of ATMOGRAPH ModelVis demands
dependable program stability in critical industrial applications, we
recommend sticking to the core, specialized model data display
sections of the software rather than depending on Placefiles.
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Derived products
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis can mathematically derive secondary data
products from the base set found in a given GRIB file or online model
data selection. Derived products are seamlessly integrated with
ATMOGRAPH’s data loading/animation system, and can be treated
as any other data product on Tab 3. Some of the derived products
use particular formulae for computing values that may at times differ
from that of other sources using a different method, and so we
proceed with detailed documentation for each of ATMOGRAPH’s
built-in derived products.

(!) IMPORTANT: NEW DERIVED PRODUCTS
Please contact us at support@paulmarv.com if you would like us to
add a new derived product. Include a detailed description as well
as the formula which uses only those parameters available already in
Tab 3 (e.g., using “mlCAPE” as a variable will not be constructive
since it does not exist, while using the actual displayed product
(which is conventionally used as mlCAPE) “0-90mb above ground:
Convective Available Potential Energy” will enable us to add your
suggested derived product).
Wind/Vector Derived Products
Most vector model data products (i.e., associated with a speed and
direction) appear as separate “U-Component” (X-component, or
east/west) speed and “V-Component” (Y-component, or
north/south) speed products. Knowing both components of motion,
speed and direction can be obtained with basic vector math.
ATMOGRAPH will scan every product listing for anything with the
strings “U-Component” and “V-Component” in their captions. If a
match is made between two U/V grids of the same parameter, a
derived product will be dynamically generated which allows the
user to view the two together as vector values. This is most commonly
used with Wind datasets.
Loading a Wind derived product (or any other type of vector
derived product) into the Color Fill Layer or Contour Layer will display
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the magnitude (i.e. speed) of the dataset. To display the directional
component (alongside speed or not), load into the Vector Field
Layer and use the aforementioned visual types which display the
vector component of motion.
Precipitation-Typed Radar Reflectivity Derived Products
If model data products for radar reflectivity and a way of estimating
the precipitation type exist in a product listing, ATMOGRAPH will
generate a precipitation-typed radar reflectivity product which will
visually display the differently typed areas by varying the color
palette in the Color Fill Layer between that of rain, snow, and even
sleet/ice/mix depending on the type of derived product. Note that
these derived products (by their nature) are for use only in the Color
Fill Layer or Fill Overlay Layer. There are three Precipitation-Typed
Radar Reflectivity products which ATMOGRAPH offers, depending on
available products:
1. “Precip-Typed Radar Reflectivity (fast)” uses the Composite
Reflectivity raw product and the 2 m Air Temperature raw
product to provide a visual-estimation of areas of rain, snow,
and mix at the surface (pictured).
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The default cutoff 2 meter air temperatures for the rain/mix and
mix/snow lines are 33F and 36F respectively. Please note that all
radar precipitation typing algorithms (especially the present)
are merely visual estimations which may vary from actual
conditions. The next two precipitation typing products are
increasingly more accurate, however require proportionally
more data/bandwidth to load (hence the “fast”, “slow”, and
“slowest” naming convention).
2. “Precip-Typed Radar Reflectivity (slow)” uses the Composite
Reflectivity and the 1000-500mb Thickness derived product to
produce a more accurate distinction between only rain and
snow. The 5.4km thickness line is used to make this distinction.
This product has the advantage of being more accurate and
the disadvantage of requiring one extra constituent raw data
product per frame (the employed Thickness derived product
itself uses two raw products) and of missing a way to determine
areas of mixed precipitation.
3. “Precip-Typed Radar Reflectivity (slowest)” is the most accurate
precipitation typing product, capable of distinguishing areas of
rain, snow, ice pellets (sleet), and freezing rain. It uses the
Composite Reflectivity raw product, and the model’s own four
categorical precipitation typing fields. It is recommended to
disable smoothing with this layer, since the interpolated relative
precipitation type progressions between each type cannot be
known or guaranteed by this purely categorical method. Pink
areas demonstrate ice pellets and reddish areas demonstrate
freezing rain.
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Thickness Derived Products
ATMOGRAPH computes Thickness derived products for the following
pressure level ranges: 1000-500mb, 700-500mb, 1000-850mb, 850700mb, 1000-700mb, and 1000-300mb. Each derived product uses
the two “Geopotential Height” raw products of the defining pressure
levels. Loading thickness parameters into the Contour Layer can be
particularly useful, since the custom contour levels feature allows
meteorologists and/or other atmospheric scientists to overlay critical
thickness values on top of other pertinent data:

Lifted Condensation Level (LCL) Height Derived Product
ATMOGRAPH can compute a popular and simple estimation of the
Lifted Condensation Level (LCL) Height (according to Lawrence,
2005) from 2 m Air Temperature and Relative Humidity. Note that this
particular estimation is accurate typically within 10% under normal
atmospheric conditions and is only computed for areas of over 50%
RH (blank values occupy areas of drier air).
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The formula used is as follows:
where TEMP = 2 m Air Temperature in Fahrenheit and RH = 2 m
Relative Humidity.
Heat Index Derived Product
Heat Index is computed from 2 meter above ground Relative
Humidity and Temperate according to the official NWS method
described here. The simple, linear Steadman equation is first
computed and averaged to air temperature. This heat index value is
kept if below 80F, above which the adjusted Rothfusz regression
equation is used to compute the parameter.
Wind Chill Derived Product
Given the existence of a 10 meter above ground Wind derived
product and 2 m above ground Air Temperature raw product,
ATMOGRAPH will generate a Wind Chill derived product using the
following official (newer) formula:

...where TEMP = 2 m Air Temperature in Fahrenheit and WIND = 10
meter above ground Wind in Miles per Hour. ATMOGRAPH will fill the
entire grid according to this formula, however note that wind chill is
technically undefined when wind is less than 3mph or temperature
greater than 50F.
EHI (Energy Helicity Index) Derived Product
The EHI derived product combines the 180-0 mb above ground
Convective Available Potential Energy raw product and the 3000-0
m above ground Storm Relative Helicity raw product with the
following formula:
Theta-E (Equivalent Potential Temperature) Derived Products
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The Theta-E (or Equivalent Potential Temperature) derived products
use a general formula for estimating Theta-E which does not contain
specific gas constants for certain pressure levels. Please note that this
may vary slightly with other formulae used for computing Theta-E for
specific levels, especially at the conventional 500mb and 850mb
levels. The Theta-E derived products use the Temperature and
Relative Humidity raw products of their respective pressure levels to
compute the parameter according to the following formula:

...where LEVEL = the pressure level in millibars, TEMP = Temperature at
the level in Fahrenheit, and RH = Relative Humidity at the level. The
Theta-E derived product is computed for 500mb, 700mb, 850mb, and
925mb levels, provided that the requisite raw products exist in the
model product listing.
Total Totals Index Derived Product
When ATMOGRAPH detects the presence of the 850mb
Temperature, 850mb Dew Point, and 500mb Temperature raw
products, it will generate the Total Totals Index derived product
which is calculated according to the following formula:
...where all variables are in Celsius.
Convective Instability Derived Product
If Theta-E derived products exist for the 500mb and 850mb levels,
ATMOGRAPH will generate a Convective Instability derived product
by subtracting the latter from the former.
Gust Factor Coefficient Derived Product
Many models include a surface maximum wind gust parameter as
well as a standard 10 meter average wind speed parameter. If so,
ATMOGRAPH will create a Gust Factor Coefficient derived product
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which divides the surface wind gust value by the sustained 10 meter
wind value to obtain the dimensionless Gust Factor constant. Note
that this assumes the raw default unit of the wind gust grid to be in
knots, as is standard with the DEGRIB decoder on NCEP grids. To filter
out excessively high gust factors at very low wind speeds, the
parameter is undefined (zero) anywhere the 10 meter sustained wind
is less than 7 m/s. An optimized color palette is included for default
display with the Gust Factor derived product (pictured).
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GIS Mapping System
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis includes a state-of-the-art GIS mapping
system out-of-the-box for precise and customizable model data
graphics. These mapping features extend ATMOGRAPH’s potential
use into a variety of fields, as users are able to import and display
ESRI Shapefiles natively in the program.

City labels
A selection of international
city labels and detailed US
place labels automatically
displays on the map and
adjusts with zoom level.
Appearance options for the
labels may be adjusted in
the Program Settings
window under “Map
Customization”, and they
may be turned off
altogether.

High Resolution Background Imagery
At global and regional zoom levels, ATMOGRAPH displays
background imagery from NASA’s Blue Marble Next Generation
imagery. For the Continental United States, closer zoom levels display
WELD (Web Enabled Landsat Data) and USDA NAIP street-level
imagery. These are enabled by default. A BMNG-only option is
available in the Program Settings under Map Customization -> Map
Background. In this section of the settings, users can also open up
color adjustment settings to the background imagery (ensure that
the adjustments are enabled by the corresponding checkbox):
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Tiled GIS Shapefile Display Layer
ATMOGRAPH boasts a tiled, level-of-detail-dynamic GIS shapefile
display layer that adds high quality vector mapping data to map
views across the planet. Built in mapping layers include US counties
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and 50-meter international lines from the popular NaturalEarthData
dataset.
To access GIS features, open Menu->Program Settings and switch to

the “GIS/Geo Data” tab:

Visibility of the four built-in map layers can be toggled by
checking/unchecking the boxes next to each layer under “Built-in
data”. All GIS changes are applied once the user finishes altering the
options and clicks “Apply New Settings”. The layers on the right
under “Install-on-demand map layers” are not included by default,
but may be downloaded, installed, and loaded live on the map
within seconds (requires internet connection). Click on the checkbox
of an uninstaller layer to begin this process.

(!) IMPORTANT: 50 Meter vs. 10 Meter mapping layers
Take notice that the first three high-resolution map layers on the left
are repeats of the built-in ones. The difference is that the built in
layers are sampled only to 50 meters (i.e., they are not as detailed)
and thusly they are displayed at higher zoom levels. If the user has
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installed a 10 Meter high detail layer on the top left, the style/visibility
settings for it will only take effect when the user is sufficiently zoomed
in on the map. Otherwise, the default 50 meter shapefile
styles/settings are applied. This allows users to have different looks for
these layers depending on whether or not the view zoom is
international or local.
For street-level mapping, a built-in interface for downloading and
installing TIGER/Line ® 2013 road data exists at the bottom right.
Please allow 30-45 seconds for downloading and installation of each
county.
Users can import custom ESRI Shapfiles as well. Under “Load custom
shapefiles”, click the file icon in the file path editor to browse for a
shapefile and then click “Add”.
Styling Shapefiles
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All vector GIS data in ATMOGRAPH can be given custom visual styles
by the user. The style editor can be accessed by clicking the button
for any of the built-in map layers, by clicking “Edit style…” for the
county road data, or for custom shapefiles by selecting the file in the
list and pressing “Style Editor”:
The user can adjust line color, alpha, width, line borders, border
alpha, border color, border width, and zoom visibility thresholds. If
the shapefile in question is a polygon shapefile, a filled display mode
can be selected (such as is the default for the Lakes layer).
The region up top exists for specifying the different styles of various
sub-layers which might exist in the same shapefile. In the example
above, the default 10 meter roads shapefile contains various sublayers to style each class of roads differently. If a “default style” is
specified, all data in the shapefile will be shown and styled
according to the default style unless overridden by a specific substyle. If there is no “default style” specified, only shapes defined by
the specified sub-styles will be displayed.
The section on the upper right exists for users who are importing their
own custom shapefiles and wishing to style certain parts of it
accordingly. The interface allows for the creation of sub-styles by
matching field=value pairs in the DBF file linked to the shapefile.
Note that all shapefile styling changes produce .asty extension files
that are of the same base name as the master shapefile and reside
in its directory. These “ATMOGRAPH Style Files” can be manually
edited and distributed at leisure to other users, and are the
standardized method by which ATMOGRAPH loads styled shapefiles.
The styling window pictured above serves only as a graphical user
interface for editing these style files; if a user wishes to edit them
manually, the format is as follows:
Each style line defines a style for the field=value shape objects in the shapefile:
FIELD;VALUE;COLOR;WIDTH;THRESHOLD(1,2);BORDER;BORDERCOLOR;BORDERWIDTH;POLYSTYLE;FI
LTERRES
The two color fields are formatted either: R,G,B,A (comma delimited) or simple R,G,B
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One can also include the following reserved "default/global style" line:
DEFAULTSTYLE;COLOR;WIDTH;THRESHOLD(1,2);BORDER;BORDERCOLOR;BORDERWIDTH;POLYSTYLE;
FILTERRES
Which will:
1. Make sure all of the shape objects contained in the shapefile are displayed
2. Style any object not specifically matched by field=value accordingly
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Settings and graphics exportation
For extensive customization options, open the Program Settings
window by pressing CTRL+O or clicking Menu -> Program Settings.
After making the desired changes, press “Apply New Settings” to
bring the changes into effect and save the new program settings.
Most of the program options are self-explanatory, though take
special attention to the “Map Customization” tab, which affords
extensive customization options for various elements of map visual
output:

ATMOGRAPH ModelVis allows the user to use a custom map logo
and background in the graphics output of the product with no
additional licensing requirements beyond the standard personal vs.
commercial usage licensing distinction. It is recommended that map
logo image dimensions are powers of two. Supported image file
formats are .bmp, .dds, .dib, .hdr, .jpg, .pfm, .png, .ppm, and .tga.
The timestamp formatting string follows an internal format that is
documented at this web location.
On the “Cache/Downloading” tab, note the ability to switch to/from
HTTP-only/FTP-only downloading mode – which may hold use for
users experiencing problems with either (more likely FTP) due to an
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external firewall blocking connections on either protocol. Also note
that ATMOGRAPH’s downloaded model data is stored in a local
cache of indefinite size for bandwidth/time saving upon subsequent
reloading of the same datasets. Users can view the current local
cache size and delete cache data older than a specific number of
days in this part of the settings window. This tab also provides access
to the application data folder which ATMOGRAPH uses to store
model data, GIS data, and user preferences.
Graphics exportation
ATMOGRAPH ModelVis contains extensive capabilities for exporting
recorded video and still image graphics from within the program.
These features are accessed through the “Export” tab in the header
bar:

The
controls on the right side provide a self-explanatory way to record
video captures of the map output. The AVI recording is slow,
constrained to predetermined sizes, and included only for
backwards compatibility. The MP4 capture system will download
and install special compression libraries upon first usage that allow
for stunning, high-resolution, real-time HD MP4 capture (please
ensure proper system permissions for this process). Though sizes are
completely customizable in MP4 mode, please use even dimensions
to ensure compatibility with most video playing applications. The
“video” tab of Program Settings includes some important options
concerning video capture, including compression quality and
capture mode. “DX Mode” captures the raw graphics output from
the background and may be faster on some graphics cards,
however it precludes the capture of any user interface graphical
elements. “GDI Mode” (the default setting) may be faster on some
other machines and can capture the mouse cursor or the entire
program interface window, if the users chooses. On some older
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machines, the “GDI window handle” setting may need to be
unchecked in order for successful MP4 capture – this captures the
entire desktop and then crops to the display region instead of
capturing the display window directly itself. For oversize HD video
rendering (i.e., sizes over the dimensions of the display monitor),
adjust the “Max window size” setting in the Video tab and restart the
program. Although rendering MP4 video captures at oversize
dimensions may constitute a performance hit (as DX mode is
required), it is a certain capability of the video rendering engine.
Very fast full-screen renders can be achieved through GDI mode
capture of the full-screen dimensions. The native MP4 format
compressed by the ATMOGRAPH video capture system is highly
versatile and comports well with online video services for fast and
easy sharing of content.
The built-in video capture feature in ATMOGRAPH does not preclude
the software from being recorded by third-party screen capture
applications, which may provide even more extensive options.
ATMOGRAPH’s abilities for still-image exportation are quite extensive
and unique. Press CTRL+S at any time or click the “Capture map to
image” button on the left at any time to save the current contents of
the program graphics output (and at their exact dimensions) to an
image file. The precise size of the program’s graphic output (and
thus, the output of any saved image using this method) can be
custom set to precise numerical pixel width/height values by clicking
Menu -> Advanced -> Set output size...
If the map is switched to 2D mode, the user can check “Make geo
file” before saving the captured image to generate a standardized
“World file” in the same directory as the image is saved. This file
georeferences the output image for usage in a multitude of external
GIS applications.
Custom oversize-graphics rendering
The most unique feature of the static image exportation (and one of
the most impressive features of ATMOGRAPH ModelVis) is its ability to
create extreme-resolution, 3D model data graphic renders at
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resolutions only limited by the present hardware’s abilities. (Note:
some (much) older machines with less capable video cards may not
be able to handle DirectX surfaces of greater sizes than the current
screen dimensions and will not be able to use this feature.)
Check “Use custom image dimensions” and enter dimensions that
are sufficiently larger than the current screen output as to make a
proper aspect ratio possible. If the user forces a dimension that is not
at a proper aspect ratio, ATMOGRAPH will expectedly create a
distorted yet obedient image. Typing values into the “Width” box will
automatically suggest the appropriate, aspect-ratio-corrected
“Height” value into the “Height” box.
ATMOGRAPH is capable of generating stunning model data renders
through this method, since the output images are not simply
rescaled renders of the current visible map output, yet are fully rerendered to resolution as if the machine’s display device (monitor,
etc.) were actually that size. A few reduced resolution examples of
such renders follow (click here for a few more stunning examples).
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Global Forecast System (GFS) 450mb Absolute Vorticity, Geopotential Height,
and Wind
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High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) MSL Pressure, 2 meter Air Temperature, 10
meter Wind, and Maximum Composite Radar Reflectivity
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High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) 180-0mb above ground Convective
Available Potential Energy (CAPE) and 3000-0m above ground Storm Relative
Helicity (SRH)
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Please contact support@paulmarv.com to submit any questions,
suggestions, or general product feedback as we are committed to
improving ATMOGRAPH ModelVis by publishing continued free
program updates for all existing and future clients.
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